No reimbursement
for ’irresponsible’
Program Board

O

By Jon Swartz
Citing the "irresponsibility" of
the Program Board, the A.S. board
of directors refused to reimburse
$424 to the Program Board for its
film series.
Voting 7-1-2 the directors
refused to reimburse the financially
troubled board, leaving it with no
money in its account and contingent
on the success of its first three films.
Jim Rowen, Director of
California State Affairs, led the
opposition to the Program Board’s
request for reimbursement.
"I’ve been on three boards and
will not accept the Program Board’s
irresponsibility," Rowen said. "I
refuse to grant them a reimbursement."
According to Angela Osborne,
A.S. Controller, the bookkeeping on
the Program Board’s behalf was
overexteneded because of inaccurate records.
The films account of the

Program Board was expected to be
at $4,500 to $5,000 at the start of the
semester.
Instead the figure was $2,500 and
into the
now -- four
weeks
semester the account is at $0.
Unless films can make money or
break even for its next two movies,
films will need to extract funds from
the lively arts or forums sections of
the Program Board if the Wednesday Cinema is to continue.
Program Board Director Bill
Rolland said, "That’s the way it is."
Judy Murray, director of
communications, voted in favor of
the reimbursement.
Patricia Jarrett, director of
students rights and responsibilites
and Dave Andrade, director of
academic affairs, abstained.
Osborne made the proposal on
behalf of the Program Board.
Osborne said that the board has
overextended five purchase orders
totaling $424.

Disenrollment shocks
some foreign students
By Scott Shifrel
Some of the 50 foreign students
O
who were disenrolled from SJSU last
semester because they were late
paying fees may not have had sufficient warning, or have taken what
warning they had very seriously.
The students lost credit for
classes they attended as well as any
money, sometimes up to $1,000, they
had paid.
Some of the students expressed
surprise when they were a few days
late and the university would not
accept their money saying they
would be disenrolled.
"I came with the check to pay
but they didn’t want the money,"
said Daryoosh Razvan, an Iranian
who was dropped from the
university.
Razvan, along with many of the
other students who were disenrolled,
was allowed back this semester.
Next semester students disenrolled
for late payment of fees will have to
re-apply.
Students were permitted back in
this semester because of the
newness of the rule issued from
California State Universities system
Chancellor Glenn S. Dumke.
The order forces the universities, starting fall 1981, to tighten up
on the collection of installment
payments made on non-resident
tuition by foreign students.
Because of the difficulty some
students have with the mail,
government rules and other complications, foreign students are the
only ones allowed to pay tuition in
installments, according to
University Ombudsman Charles
Whitcomb.
There are a "little over 1,000
foreign students" attending SJSU,
according to foreign student adviser
Louie Barozzi.
The largest single group of
foreign students is Iranian, about
320, according to Barozzi. Iranians
also have been having the most
trouble paying installment
payments because of strict controls
recently imposed by Iranian
government.
Non-resident tuition is $94.50 a
unit, plus fees of about $200. Foreign
studebnts must take at least 12 units
to remain in the country.
That would bring the minimum
total a foreign student must pay for
classes here (including a 15 percent
charge on the installent plan) to
about $1,500.
Foreign students who made
their first two payments but missed
the third would then lose about
possibly more if they sign
$1,000
up for more classes.
The university had been
"flexible" in collecting the
payments before the order, according to foreign student adviser,
Phil Persky.
Officials in the university’s
business office said there was plenty
of warning to the students about

possible disenrollment.
"They were informed in the late
summer that they would be
disenrolled (if tuition installments
were late)," said the university’s
chief fiscal officer, William
Friedrichs.
"They signed an agreement
where they said they will pay by the
10th and they had a 10-day extension," he said.
However, the Cashier’s Office
said there was no notice of possible
disenrollment on the agreement the
students signed.
"There has always been a
warning attached," Persky said,
adding that they were not warnings
of disenrollment. "It’s never been
carried out to the letter."
Persky added that, in that past,
students were forced to pay before
they could take any more classes.
He said the new tough rules are
"much too restrictive."
"There is no leeway at all," he
said. "The clock strikes eleven and
it’s too late."
Another part of Dumke’s orderrequired foreign students on the
installment plan who withdraw from
school within the first two weeks to
pay the full tuition amount.
Persky said there have been no
complaints from foreign students on
that new rule.
Dumke’s order was sparked by
a report by the Auditor General that
said $130,000 in late obligations was
owed to the CSU system by foreign
students during the 1979-1980
academic year.

PCB spill not cleaned up yet
By Dave Lewis
Spring cleaning at SJSU will include the
spill at Sweeney Hall.
PCB
of
the
removal
According to Ron Montgomery, director of
environmental health and safety, the spill, which
occurred on Feb. 1, won’t be cleaned up until
Easter break.
PCB (Poly Chlorinated Byphenol I is used as
an electrical insulator. It was found to be a
cancer-causing agent and was banned by the
Environmental Protection Agency in the mid-

repair should be cheap. It may have been a
gasket or bushings that caused the leak."
The cleaning cost is another matter.
"The IT Corporation will be cleaning up the
spill," Montgomery said. "It is going to cost
$2,800 for the clean up."
The PCB spill originally was discovered
when workers investigated a power failure
which caused the shutdown of Sweeney Hall,
MacQuarrie Hall and the garage on the first day
of spring classes.

70s. His commonly found in the form of a thick
oil and can cause severe burns on contact with
the skin.
Montomery said the spill will remain since
the transformer the PCB leaked from will have
to be shut down for repairs. Doing this would cut
off the power supply for Sweeney Hall,
MacQuarrie Hall and the Seventh Street garage.
"If the damage to the transformer is
minor," said Montgomery, ’the cost of the
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African Awareness Month spokesman
accuses A.S. board of unfair funding
By Lenny Bonsall
Citing recent examples of alleged unfair funding practices, African
Awareness Month spokesman Charles Brewer demanded a written apology
from the A.S. Board of Directors during a meeting held Wednesday afternoon.
"On behalf of the African Awareness Month planning committee, we
request that the A.S. Board submit an apology for funding on an inconsistent
basis and that this apology appears in the media such as the Spartan Daily,"
an angry Brewer told the surprised board.
This was just the beginning of a long and emotional discussion that
centered on the planning committee.
Brewer’s accusations of unfair funding refer to the decision made by the
board last week to fund MEChA, a local Chicano organization, $1,921 to
provide entertainment in conjunction with a high school recruitment day at
SJSU.
African Awareness Month was refused money for a program Brewer
argued was identical in content.
"I’m a little perturbed and I need some explanation," Brewer said.
"One group was funded for recruitment while another was denied."
Brewer then accused the board of conspiring to allow MEChA to pass
unopposed while snagging African Awarness on bureaucratic loopholes.
"I think we’re playing with political jargon here," Brewer said. "You
know all the shortcuts and inside moves to let people know how to present
requests."
Brewer went on to imply that the board aided MEChA by offering the
group its political "expertise."
A.S. vice president Andy Arias was quick to disagree.
"That is not a justified accusation," Arias said. "I and the board
repeatedly offered you our services in preparing your budget long before it
was presented to the board."
At the heart of the controversy is the use of A.S. funds for high school
recruitment purposes, something the board thinks does not benefit SJSU
students. Earlier this month, the African Awareness Month planning
committee was refused $250 for such a program.
Then, last week, MEChA appeared before the board of directors
requesting money for a program of its own. There was some confusion
concerning the proposed use of the funds, which MEChA claimed would be
used to hire a band to perform in conjunction with a Chicano high school
recruitment day sponsored by other campus groups. This provided the basis
for Brewer’s concern.
There was dissension among the board concerning the -issue. Some
agreed with Brewer.
"I’m glad Charles has come to us today to talk about this inconsistency," said director of business affairs Clark Meadows. "I think we
owe him an apology
this board has really blown it."
Jim Rowen, director of Cal-State affairs, disagreed.
"Maybe you should apologize to Mr. Brewer because you voted against
(his group)," Rowen told Meadows. "But I don’t feel that I have been inconsistent."
Brewer remained dissatisfied.
"I really don’t know what can be done," Brewer told the board. "But as
far as I’m concerned, we will take any further steps needed to investigate
this problem."
He refused to comment on what these steps might be or if any would be
made.

Charles Brewer
Later in the meeting, the board had its turn, attacking the planning
committee’s behavior to date. Members cited numerous examples of the
committee’s inefficiency in presenting its proposed programs.
A.S. controller Angela Osborne showed the board a number of cases
where the committee cancelled events, transferred funds from one program
to another and simply used the money for completely different purposes
than the board had been told.
"Why did we even vote on this matter in the first place?" asked David
Andrade, director of academic affairs. "They change this program, transfer
these funds
why not just give them $7,000 and let them do what they
want?"
There was even some talk of removing the group from consideration for
next year’s budget.
"I would like to move that Black Awareness Month not get into the
budget next year, because we’re having real problems with this group," said
Mike Howell, director of student services.
Others came to the committee’s defense.
"I think the problem here is that the budget was submitted too late,"
said Jean Lenart, business admistrator. "I recommend that the committee
be included in next year’s budget and let them get started early in the fall.
But don’t punish the group."

Channel 20
gets an SJSU
endorsement
TV 20 came to SJSU
Thursday to record student
endorsements for their new
line-up of prime time shows.
Debbie Hale Ion cameral is a
freshman
Behind
the
camera is Rob Williams a
1980 SJSU graduate who
has a bachelor’s degree in
television broadcasting. TV
20 recently went on the air
with a 24 -hour broadcast
format. This makes the San
Jose based station one of
the first in the Bay area to
offer a full day of entertainment.
Programming
includes the popular late
night movies from the Empty
Arms Motel where the beer
always flows freely

Price variables cause SJSU bookstore text sale losses
By Lee Sherman
The Spartan Bookstore is losing
money on textbook sales due to high
overhead costs and the inconsistency of
publisher price hikes.
"Our text department doesn’t make
any money," said Ron Duval, bookstore
manager.
Publishers offer up to a 20 percent
"courtesy discount" to college bookstores
which sell their books.
According to Duval, this discount is
eaten away by the costs of operating the
bookstore. Freight costs use up 2 percent
to5 percent, labor 10 percent to 15 percent
and 5 percent for other operating expenses.
"We are supported by clothing, stuffed
animals and the other things we sell," he

said.
Books in Print and catalogs produced
by the individual publishers are the guides
used by buyers to set prices.
"All the stores around go by the
suggested retail price," Duval said.
"Books in Print is pretty much the
bible," said Brent Heslop, a clerk at A
Clean, Well -Lighted Place For Books, in
Cupertino.
"Books in Print doesn’t mean a
thing," Duval said. "It’s old when it comes
out."
He said it is the only thing the
bookstore has to work with.
"We get catalogs from the publishers
one month and a month later the prices
might be higher," Duval said.
"There’s nothing that will keep up

with inflation," he added.
Heslop said that publishers can’t print
a new order form every time the price is
raised, lie added that sales people come to
the store two or three times a year with
updated lists.
"We can’t hold them to the price on
their list," he said. "The smallest we’ll go
is a 20 percent discount on textbooks."
"Eighty percent of the time the books
come in at the manufacturer’s suggested
list price," Heslop said. "Twenty percent
of the time we have to change the price."
The only time a bookstore really
knows the price of a book is when it
receives the invoice that comes with it, he
said.
"The way publishers are working now,
the prices are going up all the time,"

Heslop said.
Heslop supplied the example of
"Cosmos" by Carl Sagan, a Random
House book that increased in price from
$19.95 to $22.95 per copy in less than a year.
A book titled "Basic Electronics" by
Bernard Grob is listed in Books in Print at
$18.50. The Spartan Bookstore sells it for
$22.55. The price increased since the book
was ordered.
According to Ellen McCabe, a Stanford bookstore clerk, "The City In
History" by Lewis Mumford sells for $6.95
there. It is $7.95 in the Spartan Bookstore.
How does Duval account for the difference?
"Our price is going to be higher than a
store that has stock from last year." he
said.

Half of all state colleges are adding a
surcharge of 3 percent to 5 percent to their
textbook prices, according to Duval. The
Spartan Bookstore has not yet been forced
to do this, he said.
"I can’t blame the students for being a
little irate," Duval said. "The biggest
problem is that students have to buy a
book whether they like or dislike it."
He said if a student bought an item of
clothing that costs $15, he bought it
because he wanted it.
Duval estimated the amount of money
spent by an SJSU student carrying 15 units
at $120.
"Some people love books," he said.
"Not everyone likes to spend $120 on
textbooks."
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Pit Bulls: the problem lies with the owner
It has a short body. Large head.
Oversized jaws. And it has been
receiving a lot of bad press lately.
What is it? An undersized shark?
No. Tattoo from Fantasy Island?
No, it’s a pit bull.
It is said that a pit bull is bred
for fighting. Its large jaws and
ferocious teeth are ideal for clamping down and severing just about
anything that it can get into its
mouth.

By Mike Thomas
Staff Writer

You have all heard the horror
stories about what these dogs can do
when they attack a person or
another animal.
A couple of years ago, two pit
bulls were able to put a police car
out of service by biting holes in all
four tires.
A Bay Area youth was recently
attacked and severely injured when
a pit bull tried to bite through his
head.
The number of attacks have
become so numerous and vicious
that San Francisco is trying to get an
ordinance passed that would ban pit

bulls.
But what is the real problem
here? Is it the dog, or is it the owner
that is responsible for the actions of
his pet?
In sonic circles, people breed
these dogs for just one purpose, to
fight. Just like people breed roosters
for cock fights, these dogs have the
same fate.
For the owners, there is a sense
of exhilaration as they watch their
pets do battle against another dog, a
chance for the owner to prove their
masculinity or toughness.
I think that the real problem lies
with the owner, and the way the
owner brings the dog up.
There have been many dogs in
history that have had bad
reputations when first introduced to
the American public.
German
and
Dobermans
shepards are prime examples of the
by
generated
be
can
fears
unfounded
stories of child attacks and attacks
on grandma’s pet poodle.
It was said that the doberman
would attack for no reason. It was
said that they were unpredictable
and would attack their owners for no
apparent reason.
Yet it has been found that
dobermans are very loyal to their
owners. Good around kids, and, of
course, a great watch dog.
For the German shepard the
story was pretty much the same. It
was introduced to the U.S. through

Germany. They were thought ot
have the same diabolical mind as
their German leaders. but it has
been realized that the German
shepard is of great worth to families,
police agencies and the military.
The problem with the pit bull is
that its only claim to fame is its

ability to fight.
This is where the owners come
in. It has become chic to have a pit
bull.It’s even better if the dog can
fight.
But for the poor animal, the only
prize for not winning is death, an
ugly death.

It is not the pit bull that should
be banned from San Francisco, it is
the people that who stage fights
between dogs that should be banned.
Pit bulls, just like any other dog
can become excellent pets. Many pit
bulls in this area play with neighborhood children, just like other

dogs do.
But pit bulls are also walking
around with spiked collars to match
their owners spiked coats and
bracelets.
Again, this is the real problem.
The dog is made to believe that it is
supposed to act tough, just like its
owner.
In the process of actin; toui1
many of these dogs end up attacking
innocent people and killing neighborhood dogs to the delight of their
owners.
One solution to the problem
would be to impose fines and jail
sentences on the owners of dogs that
attack not only people, but other
animals in a community environment.
you can’t single out pit bulls
when there are other breeds of dogs
that attack people just as frequently.
beings,
With
human
psychiatrists and analylsts blame
society the environment and when
people like Son of Sam or The
Trailside killer do the things they do.
Human beings are supposed to
be much smarter than dogs and are
supposed to handle the pressures of
the world much better than dogs.
If taught to fight, dogs will fight.
Taught to love and be loved, the dog
will become an enjoyable pet.
So let’s put the blame where the
blame belongs and start turning this
animal into a respectable pet.

the mailbag
’Martin’s’ humor,
honor succored
Editor:
Buried deep within the bowels of
the Spartan Daily, nestled in a
seldom-pursued niche called page
three, there lies the only true spark
of creative wit and wisdom left in
this dark and dismal cesspool of
nescience known as SJSU.
This is, of course, Martin The
Spartan. Recently, however, a thin
mist of ignorance disguised as a
cloud of puritanical righteousness
has appeared, attempting to obscure
the glimmer of humanity that is
portrayed by Dean Fortunati. This
sheer veneer of unenlightened incomprehension took on the form of a
letter by Jill Baxter, journalism
senior.
This, then, is addressed to you,
Ms. Baxter: What’s wrong with you?
Have you no sense of humor? Or did
you get an assignment in one of your
journalism classes, saying "write a
letter to the Spartan Daily. Be
Obnoxious. Due Feb. /3, 1982?"
Martin The Spartan is the best
thing to ever come out of the Spartan
Daily. If more people could appreciate Dean Fortunati’s truly fine
and remarkable wit, instead
spending their time being persnickety and and fastidious over
minute details, then perhaps we
could end all wars, solve the gas

shortage, balance the federal budget
and experience peace and harmony
in our time.
Mark Berkeland
Engineering
junior

Fullerton credited
with two miracles
Editor:
We read about the miracles in
our Holy Bible. Today we still have
our miracles.
On Oct. 4, 1981, SJSU President
Gail Fullerton performed a miracle
by accommodating 40,000 ecclesiastical adherents of Billy
Graham’s Bay Area Crusade in
Spartan Stadium which has a
capacity of only 20,000 persons.
On Feb. 19. 1982. President
Fullerton did it again. The
dedication of the Robert D. Clark
library.
Could it be that in the near
future that Fullerton’s third miracle
will be a field house for Spartan
basketball and other features
proposed by her to be built on San
Carlos St. between Seventh and
Ninth?
August Cheyrias
French
Junior

Proponents of bilingual education rise to it’s defense
Editor:
I read the opinion by staff writer
Cary Wyant-Schairer, in which she
condemns bilingual education.
She points out that bilingual
education slows down the process of
learning how to speak the English
language.
It is a good point.
But when it’s balanced out with
the overall effectiveness of the
program, it is a small price to pay.
Bilingual education maintains
the immigrant student at the same
academic level as the Englishspeaking students. It brings him up
academically along with the rest of
the "class," while at the same time
he learns English.
Yes, he learns English! That’s
why the program is called bilingual.
The program is taught in English
and Spanish, or Aleutian, or "ghetto
English."
In contrast, without bilingual
education, the student will spend his
first two to three years attempting to
learn the language.
By the time he learns it, he finds
himself academically behind
everyone else, "because he never
learned the basics."
In this case, the academic
learning process is so slow,
sometimes, the teacher comes to

beleive that the student is dumb, and
in some extreme cases, retarded.
Consequently, he is put away in a
special classroom.
I think the staff writer, and anti bilingual believers, should sit in a
bilingual classroom and experience
what it has to offer.
This should be done before
critical judgment can be passed.
Ignorance is an indication of lack of
education, whether cultural or
academic.
One should make an attempt to
become educated in both. With
bilingual education, this is accomplished.
Cutting these well-intended
programs would be cutting the
immigrant students’ throats. And
yes, it would hurt!
Braulio Perez
Chemistry
senior
Editor:
This is in reply to a most absurd
opinion, yes absolutely absurd. It’s
about the article concerning the cuts
of needy bilingual programs written
by staff writer Cary Wyant-Schairer
on Feb. 23.
Throughout
the
country,
especially in the Southwest and
Southeast, there is a great demand
for bilingual education by immigrant parents who desire a
modest and decent education for
their children.
Some of these children are very
lucky to be in a program where they
can learn in their native language
and at the same time learn a new
language and culture, becoming
themselves bilingual/bicultural,
something any reasonable person
would consider prideful.
Bilingual education offers these
children the kind of education that
they truly need.
I believe the writer and,
perhaps, anti -bilingual believers are

completely wrong in assuming that
in a bilingual classroom, the
teachers only teach in Spanish,
Aleutian or "ghetto English" as she
quotes.
Let me point out that these
immigrant children are not being
raised in an environment where only
English is spoken. They are being
raised in a bilingual or even multilingual one.
Therefore, programs like
bilingual education are indeed
essential in helping them achieve an
education which later, when they
become adults, will help them.
The writer believes that "to
protect minority groups by teaching
them what is already familiar is not
education at all." I quote this as an
example of a poor, ignorant and
selfish belief.
By the way, that was a very
ludicrous caricature shown by the
article on bilingual education.
To end I say this, lb you the
writer, in plain English. as I am sure
you prefer.
You do not know what you are
talking about when you try to show
your sympathy for immigrant
children and your rejection of
bilingual education. All this is just a
path in the shoulder along with a
stab in the back.
Viva el bilingual program!
Jose Alcantar
Electrical Engineering
junior

Editor:
1, as a recipient of bilingual
education and a substitute teacher in
four school districts, view Cary
Wyant-Schairer’s Feb. 23 opinion
piece as a threat and an accusation
that is not made on a responsible
basis.
Unless you have been a long
term educator, volunteer, or
recipient of bilingual education, that
view can only be limited to personal

bias.
In my opinion, the approach of
this article is hysteria, and it is
scandalous.
It is difficult to comprehend how
educated persons could willfully
deny children the right to be treated
culturally and educationally with in
the framework of their own
language. Humanity should not have
to suppress culture, which is transmitted through language, that is
offensive.
The purpose of language are
manifold and the relevance of /1/1.
Ed. is overwhelming.
This cannot be covered
adequately in one article. Messages
are given in many ways. Lets share
in understanding an individual need
for success in the clas.sroom as well
as the home.
Bilingual education has been
found to solve and affect the San
Jose conimunity in positive ways.
Lillian Rose Bernal
"A kid from the barrio"
Social Work
graduate student

The Forum page is
your page.
The
Daily encourages
readers’ comments
on any topic. The
viewpoints
expressed in opinion
articles are those of
the
author.
Editorials appearing
on this page are the
opinion of the
Spartan Daily.
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by Dean Fortunat

MARTIN THE SPARTAN

In addition to three patrol officer slots,
the department needs to fill an investigator’s position while creating a
sergeant’s position.
Three patrol officers were hired by the
San Jose Police Department earlier this
month. An investigator’s position became
vacant in early January.
Russ Lunsford, univeristy police
technical service officer, said manpower
vandalism and find ways to shortages have caused the department to
improve dorm security.
add the extra sergeants positon.
When the sergeants are off, we fill the
"The Housing Office is
interested in making the spot with one of our senior officers,"
dorms a safe and secure
place to live a home
awayhome,"Koehn said.
But Koehn won’t be
satisfied with the vandalism problem "until it
gets down to zero. Then I’ll
be satisfied."

Dorm vandalism drops dramatically
By Steve Fukuda
An
increased
awareness of who’s
responsible for damage to
dorms may have aided in
the dramatic decrease in
dormitory vandalism.
According to Will
Koehn, residence hall
director, damage to the
dorms has been minimal
this semester.
"We’ve had three
broken windows this
semester and reports of
throwing
somebody
firecrackers out of the
windows of West and
Moulder Halls," Koehn
said.
1979
the
During
academic year, "Doors
were kicked in, windows
were broken, glue was put
in the locks, and there was
graffiti on the walls," he
said. Damage costs
amounted to $70,000.
In an attempt to solve
the problem of vandalism,
a committee was formed,
consisiting of representatives from the Housing
Office and Auxiliary En-

terprises, who are
responsible for the upkeep
and maintenance of the
dorms.
"We informed dorm
residnets that the state
wasn’t footing the vandalism bill," Koehn said.
"Students pay for damages
through their dorm fees."
Koehn said the committee has tried to instill a
sense of pride about the
domrs among the students.
"We were under the
nobody
impression that
cared," he said.
Vandalism has since
been reduced and Koehn
attributes the decrease to a
number of reasons.
Students are notified
that they will be responsible for any damage done
to their rooms, he said.
They are also responsible
for what their guests do.
According to Koehn,
"Students are not only
feeling more responsibility, but I’ve noticed
there has been a lot more
studying and a lot less
partying this semster."

"The students that
create problesms are a
minority," he said.
"Fortunately, there are
students who are sensible
enough to put a stop to it."
Also security in the
dorms has been increased.
A residence hall security
patrol was established in
November of 1979, con-

sisting of 18 students who
patrol the dorms from 10
p.m. to 6 a.m.
The number of resident
assistants has also increased from three to five
in each dorm, except West
Hall.
Koehn and Housing
Director Cordell Koland
meet with university police
each week to discuss dorm
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anymore.
The bank did not give him the
reason for its change in policy,
Bagarozzo said.
He said he doesn’t expect
problems with loan delays.
"The volume doesn’t exist
anymore that created the
problem in the first place,"
Bagarozzo said.
He said he expects less than
100 loan applications this semster, compared to the 1,560 SJSU
students who received aid
through the Guaranteed Student
Loan Program last semester.
The large number of applicants last semester occurred
when the Regan administration
announced a two percent increase in the loan’s interest rate
and a reduction in the maximum
amount of money.
Students sought to avoid the
new regulations by applying
before October, Bagarozzo said.

"THE ROLE OF BLACK STUDENTS IN THE 80’s"
Think about it!!
"The Role of Black Students in the 80’s"
React to it!!
Come and get some insight!!

TODAY

funded by Associated students

He said he recieved complaints throughout the fall
semester about check delays
from Chase Manhattan Bank.
"Bank of American was
pretty good," Bagarozzo said. I
never had a significant number of
complaints from students I about
them)."
Since Bank of America loans
money to full-time students with
a 3.0 GPA, the limited number of
applicants allows them to process
the loans more quickly
Bagarozzo said.
Studnets wishing to apply for a
loan through the Guaranteed
Student Loan Program may pick
up forms in the Financial Aid
Office, Dudley Moorhead Hall
room 235.
Students of families with
adjusted gross incomes, of more
than $30,000 per year must
demonstrate financial need,
Bagarozzo said.

Runnin" with the Packs"

&TDK
TWIN PACK
I SALE
TDK BLANK AUDIO CASSETTES
Tower has placed the entire line of TDK "Promotion Packs" on sale and
it’s your opportunity to stock up at significant savings. For example,
TDK SA, never before available in two-packs and normally selling for
4.99 per 90-minute cassette, is only 6.99 for the two-pack, a savings of
almost 30%! And there are similar values on all the TDK promotion
packs. So run with the packthe TDK promotion packnow on sale at
Tower Records.
THESE AND MANY OTHER
TDK PROMOTION PACKS ARE NOW ON SALE AT TOWER RECORDS

TDK SA
6.99
SUPER -AVILYN CASSETTE

Against the Draft. For
more information, call
Lawrence Dougherty at
275-0627.
Barbra Prophet will
discuss the role of black
students in the 80s at noon
today in the S.U. Costanoan
Room.

The Anthropology and
Sociology clubs will hold a
barbecue at noon today in
the courtyard of the Social
Science Building on Fourth
Street.

The Campus AmThe Humanities Club
bassadors will hold a Bible
will screen three movies on
Study from 11:30 a.m. to
Carl Gustav Jung at 3:30
12:30 p.m. today in the S.U.
The Advertising Club Montalvo Room. For more
p.m. today in the S.U.
Almaden Room. For more will host a party at 8 information, call Chuck
information call Larry at tonight. Maps are posted on Austin at 356-5126.
268-2285.
the Ad Club boards in the
Journalism Building. For
A senior music recital
An anti-draft rally will more information, Call featuring Eileen Hunt will
be held from noon until 2 Niel Adelman at 293-9176.
be held at 8:15 p.m.
p.m. today in the S.U.
Amphitheatre. Sponsored
by SJSU Students for
Peace, the rally will
present such speakers as
David Harris, anti-war
activist; Fred Moore, War
The Amu, Resole helm you with college costs without inter
Resisters League; and
rupting Witt tkillege
oil (t..1.1 ;1 marketable klIand ii,
Steve Hassna, Veterans
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The Akbayan Filipino
Club will meet from 1:30
p.m. to 2:20 p.m. today. in
the S.U. Almaden Room.
Students can call Fortune
Que at 238-6642 for more
information.

12-2pm

BARBRA PROPHET

Time running out for loan application
Guaranteed Student Loan
Program applications submitted
by this Monday apply only to the
1981-82 academic year and can be
used only to pay for expenses
incurred during that time,
Bagarozzo said.
banks)
"They’re
(the
presuming that you have an
outstanding debt," Bagarozzo
said, explaining that many
students may have gone into debt
to pay for fees, supplies or rent
during the year.
Loans will be granted by
Bank of America or City Bank of
New York, with students,
receiving their checks appromixately three months after
application, Bagarozzo said.
He said Chase Manhattan
Bank forced many SJSU students
to wait up to eight months for
their checks last fall and will not
be handling first-time applicants

Lunsford said. "Often our senior officers
are rookies."
The problem with substituting
positions, according to Lunsford, is it puts
officers under an undue strain, while
shorting them in pay for sergeant’s work."
"It’s unfair to make them work
without that sergeant’s pay," Lunsford
said.
Lunsford said candidates for sergeant
will be selected by May 6, candidates for
investigator will be selected by May 8 and
candidates for officer will be selected by
May 21.
All candidates will have to undergo a
written test, physical examination,
questioning from an oral board,
psychological tests, a background check,
and if selected as finalistes an interview
with chief Earnest Quinton.

Black Awareness Presents

friy Dave Lepon
Dorm director Will Koehn says there has been a decline in vandalism.

By Cindy Maro
Students have until, Monday
to apply for Guaranteed Student
Loans for the 1981-82 academic
year.
SJSU financial aid officials
originally ,set the deadline for
Feb. 28, but when they realized
the date was a Sunday, the
deadline was extended to Monday, said Peter Bagarozzo, a
counselor
aid
financial
specializing in the Guaranteed
Student Loan Program.
The program is federally
subsidized and allows students to
receive loans at nine percent
interest and repay them after
graduation. Graduate students
may receive up to $5,000 per year,
while undergraduates may
recieve up to $2,500.
The $2.9 billion program is
availabe only to financially needy
students.

font Ne.ir

Monday in the Concert
Hall. Students may phone
the Music Department at
277-2905 for more information.
The San Jose Community Opera theater will
present Donizetti’s "Rita"
"Suor
Puccini’s
and

Angelica" at
Saturday and
Sunday.

8
2

I OR 2, 90-MINUTE CASSETTES
’ OK SA is the high -bras reference standard used by most cassette deck
insnufacturers. Features the Super Precision mechanism and unparalleled
performance across the entire audio spectrum

p.m.
p.m.

Tickets are 810 and
812.50, with students and
senior citizens receiving a
half-price discount. For
more information call
Irene Delis at 277-2028.

TDK AD
4.55
3.33

ACOUSTIC DYNAMIC CASSETTE

"One of the YEAR’S TEN BEST films."
Siephen Shin Himi in Phoenix.
Gene Sishel Chicago Tribune
Joseph Celina, Newsdas, Ernest &hie, Philadephia &Ikon,
Kevin Thomas, LA Times. -Stephen Schaefer, US Magazine

FOR 2 90 MINUTE CASSETTES

fri

FOR 2. 60 MINUTE CASSETTES
TDK AD is the premium cassette made for use in the normal -bias Position
Outstanding highfrequencv response makes this versatile tape perfect tor
both home and car cassette decks

_

TDK D

MY DINNER
T

DYNAMIC CASSETTE

AN ORE

.4141
FOR

Directed by LOUIS Malls Written by and starring
Andre Gregory and Wallace Shawn

FOR 2,60 MINUTE CASSETTES
IDS 0 gives the finest sound reproduction in Is ChM Superior mechanism
and tripe "allure putties performance Within the context Or a budget
onS,OuS

(DISCOUNT SNOWS AT

MR. JAMES J. SULLIVAN
155 W. HEDDING ST SAN JOSE CA 95110
OR CALL: {408} 293 9067

()VP ON

2 90 MINUTE CASSETTES

2.66

MoN-Fai 5.30. 7 30 & 9 30
San/Sus 330. 5.30. 7 30 & 930
3 30 & 5 301
366 So. First, San Joe* 294-3800

it colliVe

OPEN 9AM TO MIDNIGHT 365 DAYS A YEAR

GRANDE PIZZERIA
$2.00 OFF
Any Size Special
Pizza with
The Works
50( OFF
A Pitcher Of Beer

ARMY RESERVE.
BE ALLYOU CAN BE.

ll.11M.F
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Campus police seek
recruits for five jobs
By Phil LaVelle
The University Police Department,
feeling the effects of a recent personnel
loss, is looking for new officers to relieve
its manpower shortage.

’More studying and less partying’

21,

((iood Any Time!)
150 E. SAN CARLOS
(By Men’s Gym)
292-2840
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DAT CLASSES
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Prepare For

MCAT DAT LSAT
GRE GRE PSYCH GRE MO GMAT
PCAT OCAT VAT MAT SAT CPA
TOEFL MSKP NAT’L MED BOARDS VQE
ECFMG FLEX NAT’L DENTAL BOARDS
PODIATRY BOARDS NURSING BOARDS

OtantQty-H.
r KAMAN
EDUCATIONAL

Low hourly cost. Dedicated full-time staff.
Complete TEST -n -TAPE" facilities for review of
class lessons and suoolementary materials
Opportunity to make up missed lessons.
Voluminous home -study materials constantly
updated by researchers expert in their field.
Opportunity to trendier to and continue study at
any of our over 85 centers.

CENTER

TEST PREPARATION
1938
-- -- SAN FRANCISCO (415) 433-1763
1 Security Pacific Pl. 94108

BERKELEY (415) 849-4044
64 Shattuck Square 94704
DAVIS (916) 753-4800
204 F Street 95616

PALO ALTO (415) 327-0841
499 Hamilton Ave. 94301

For Information About Other Centers In Pao e Than 85 Maior US Citei

OUTSIDE N.Y. STATE CALL TOLL FREE: SOO-223-1782

Engineering
Opportunities
iiil C tutu.11 ( Of )101,11.11- .11,11h, in the aluminum
aiser Alunimum
and chemical lields--extends an offer to qualified engineers for challenging opportunities. Our engineering positions carry with them,
the latitude of working in an unstructured environment with
minimal supervision
the opportunity to be project leaders
the chance of handling projects from concept stage to start-up
the potential to grow with a progressive or pi iration where
initiative is emphasized.

On Campus Interviews
March 29
Interviewing for
the following positions:

Chemical Engineers
Process Engineering
Process Control Engineering
Quality Control Engineering

Electrical Engineers
Facilities Engineering
Computer Engineering
Maintenance Engineering

Mechanical Engineers
Facilities Engineering
Design Engineering
Maintenance Engineering

Industrial Engineers
Plant Industrial Engineering
Manufacturing Management Development Program
Positions available in the Par lin Northwest, Midwest and Gull star,
locations. Contact Career Placement & Planning Center to schedule an
appointment with a Kaiser Aluminum and Chemical Corporation Representative. If unable to arrange an interview, please send resume to: Craig
Johnson, Recruiting Manager, Kaiser Aluminum and Chemkal CorporaRon, P.O. Box 15100, Spokane, WA 9921&
An equal opportunity employer ma/h.

"One Person Can Make a Difference"

ICALSER ALUMINUM
Er CHEMICAL CORPORATION

SlOOFF
Any Lustrium Ring*

feature
Searching for someone to love

Disabled man leads lonely life
By Cindy Mare
some ways,
/nBrian Hall might
seem to make an
ideal husband.

11,

A young-looking 42year-old, Hall is selfemployed in the printing
business, talks openly
about his feelings, dresses
neatly in a shirt and tie
and says he values fidelity
and sensitivity.
But after advertising
for more than five years
in the Spartan Daily for a
wife or female companion,
Hall has had little
response and remains
single.
Why?
Hall is handicapped, a
condition that has caused
him to be shunned by
strangers and family
alike.
Complications at birth
shortened his oxygen
supply for five minutes,
leaving him with limited
leg movement, a partially
paralyzed right arm and a
voice defect.
"If I did not have my
wheelchair I could not
walk over a half a block
without falling down,"
Hall explained.
His speech comes
slowly and his words are
slightly garbled or
slurred. But his meaning
comes through clearly.
"I don’t feel people
are aware how to react to
a man like me," Hall said
in an interview in front of
the Student Union.
As he speaks, passersby cast sideway glances
and pause to look at the
man in the white-bodied,
motorized wheelchair.

’ S

Hall said he has dealt
with these and other
reactions throughout his life.
Hall’s family
relationship was strained
throughout his childhood,
he said. Although he
seemed reluctant to give
many details, Hall said he
had no close conversations
with his younger brother
or father. His mother
showed him little affection.
"There was no love,"
Hall said in a tense voice.
And problems intensified when he reached
puberty.

By 44,0 DithrBe

Brian Hall has been shunned by friends and family because of his physical
condition. After spending nine years in a hospital, Hall has returned to
downtown San Jose, hoping to find a wife.

"When I became a boy I felt real enjoyment in playing with
my own body," Hall said. "She (his mother) found out and could
not cope with this."
He said his mother threatened to beat him. At the age of 12,
Hall was sent to a hospital for the handicapped by his mother. He
remained ther for nine years.
Hospital workers were often too busy to help him out of his
depression, he said.
But during his stay, he met a clergyman who helped him
leave the hospital and start a life of his own.
"He saw a real need to help me," Hall said. "If it wasn’t for
(him)... I wouldn’t be here today."
Hall frequently calls the clergyman for consolation and help.
"I feel very unhappy. It’s hard for me to continue, to try to
go on," Hall said.
The feeling is not an unfamiliar one for Hall. But he said his
faith in Christ keeps him going.
"Before I accepted Christ as my saviour, I had tried to kill
myself four different times," Hall said.
"To know day by day, hour by hour that someone is there
(keeps me going)," Hall explained.
Hall said he plans to team up with a writer and compose an

See your Jostens’ Representative.
Jib/teit 1, 2 A S

SPARTAN SHOPS el INC.

,Service 44 our Major’

"I hope to...really let (people) know how I’ve been treated in
hope that they won’t be treated as I have," Hall said.
Writing may begin in March if everything goes well, Hall
said. He plans to ask the clergyman for help in composing the
book, he said.
But right now, Hall said he was concerned about something
else: he has run out of money to pay for his ads in the Spartan
Daily. His years of advertising have cost hint over $250.
"I am so lonesome. I really pray to God that someone will
feel that I really need to be loved," said Hall, who has never had
a steady girlfriend.
"I don’t want people to think I’m a kook (for placing the
ads). I want people to realize that deep down inside I am hurting," he said.
"I go home at night and no one cares," he continued. "If I
cry out enough people will think I’m mentally retarded."
He pounds his fist on the table.
"That’s not for me."
"I really feel that people don’t care enough about handicapped
people. If they could only know what is in my heart maybe they
would understand..."

care enough about handicapped
people. If they could only know
what is in my heart maybe they

- 6 pm
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autobiography.

’I really feel that people don’t
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would understand’ -- Brian Hall

"If a woman...could
only have compassion then
maybe I could show her
enough to give her a life
worthwhile. Not many
men today would take any
woman and marry her and
not go (out) behind her
back," Hall said.
"Now I am craving
for a woman to love. I
hope I will find one," Hall
said.
Somewhat reluctantly,
Hall wheeled away
through the croweded
Student Union area,
heading back to his life of
solitude.
He later phoned the
Daily office and said he
would welcome phone
calls at his home, 298-2308.
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PERSONAL
ROLLING STONE:
"PERSONAL BEST is the most penetrating, heartfelt and thrilling
movie yet made about the American woman’s rite of passage.
Robert Towne may be the first popular artist in any art form and
of any sex to picture the wild beauty of young women with the
mythic gusto usually reserved for young men. The result
PERSONAL BEST is one sweet explosion:’
Michael Sragow, ROLLING STONE

THE NEW YORKER:
"PERSONAL BEST is a celebration...a great, lush romantic tune.
sensual and sexual and
A very smart and super-subtle movie
informative, too. PERSONAL BEST should be one of the best dating
movies of all time, because it pares away all
traces of self-consciousness:’
Pauline Kael, THE NEW YORKER

NEWS WEEK:
"This is an original movie, full of feeling, fire and thought.
It’s an image of beauty and concentration, which is what this original,
compelling and no doubt controversial film is all about
the beauty of human beings focusing all their energy on excellence.
Robert Towne’s PERSONAL BEST takes the world of track and field
as a microcosm for the ecstasies and pains of self-striving.
And it dares, with great delicacy and insight, to show a loving sexual
relationship between two young women, not as a statement about
homosexuality but as a paradigm of authentic human intimacy."
Jack Kroll, NEWSWEEK MAGAZINE

PERSONAL BEST
"PERSONAL BEST"starringMARIEL HEMINGWAY SCOTT GLENN PATRICE DONNELLY
KENNY MOORE Music by JACK NITZSCHE and JILL FRASER
Executive Producer DAVID GEFFEN
Written, Produced and Directed by ROBERT TOWNE
COMPANY RELEASE
GA GEFFEN
DISTRIBUTED BY VARNER BROS. et
A WARNER COMMUNICATIONS COMPANY wiP
RESTRICTED
17f.."
UNOER 17 REQUIRES ACCOMPANYING
PARENT OR ADULT GUARDIAN
1982 THE GEFFEN FILM COMPANY
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sports
Spartan cagers
trip Utah State
By Mark J. Tennis
When the SJSU men’s
basketball team lost 49-48
to UC-Santa Barbara last
week, the Gauchos connected on eight straight
free throws in the second
half to key their win.
The Spartans must
have learned something
from that game because
they employed good freethrow shooting in the
second half in their 55-47
win over Utah State last
night in Logan, Utah.
SJSU hit nine of 11 free
throws for the game, including six of eight in the
contest’s final minutes. In
addition, the Spartans
connected on the front end
of five consecutive oneand-one situations.
That performance is a
far cry from SJSU’s woeful
10 for 19 performance
against Santa Barbara.
The win last night gave
the Spartans a 6-7 PCAA
mark, but more importantly evened their
overall record at 12-12.
Utah State is now 2-12
in conference play, 4-22
overall.
"Anytime we win on
the road, it’s a big plus for
the team and the
program," SJSU coach Bill
Berry said.
The Spartans’ win was
aided by a strong performance from players
who did not start. Of the 55
points, 37 were scored by
non-starters.
"Our starters weren’t
in the game," Berry stated.

They seemed to come out
a little flat."
In the game’s final
minutes, the Spartans
missed their first four shots
from the field as Utah State
forged an early 8-4 lead.
Then Berry brought in
center Ed Uthoff and
forward Chris McNealy.
McNealy’s entrance into
the game was especially
significant since the 6-foot7 junior had missed the last
three games due to a
serious case of the flu.
With McNealy in the
game, SJSU then scored 13
straight points to take a 178 lead.
The score was then tied
briefly in the opening
minutes of the second half,
but SJSU took the lead for
good at 29-27 on a dunk by
McNealy.
"Chris had a good
game," Berry commented.
"He made two exceptional
plays at the end that were
the keys to the win.
"We also got a big
effort from Ed Uthoff," he
Kevin
"and
added,
Bowland played his role
very well."
That role for Bowland
in the last two weeks has
been scoring. He led all
Spartan scorers with 15
points against the Aggies
for his career high. His
previous career high was a
12-point effort against
Fullerton State last week.
SJSU also got 10 points
apiece from Kevin Thomas
and Michael Dixon.

SJSU wrestler John Torrise battles opponent from Fresno State in last week’s 35-6 Spartan win. Torrise will go for
177 -pound title in PCAA championships tonight

Matmen favored in PCAA championships
By Mike Jones
Going into today’s
PCAA wrestling championships at Spartan Gym,
the SJSU Spartans are
considered the team to
beat. They finished unbeaten in league play this
year and are ranked Ilth in
the nation.
"I feel we are in as
good shape as can be ex-

Lady golfers’ tournament
to showcase top teams
Carolina.
"I think any nine of the
12 teams could win this
tournament," said Lady
Spartan coach Mark Gale,
whose team ranked 23rd
nationally last year.
"We’re not going to be any
23rd this year."
Gale said his golfers,
who just came off an eightstroke victory in the
Arizona Invitational, are
not shooting for second or
third. In last year’s Lady
Spartan Invitational, SJSU
finished eighth.
A simple "Think Win"
statement on the bulletin
board outside his office
relfects the team’s winning
attitude.
"I think they’d
(players) be disappointed
if they don’t win," Gale
said, referring to the new
slogan.
Sixty women, plus
three extra golfers from
SJSU, will play in this
year’s invitational, with
the first group ( New
Mexico, Georgia and
Oklahoma State) teeing-off

By Stewart Emerson
The Lady Spartan
Michelob Invitational has
grown from the ranks of
just "a" collegiate golf
tournament to one of "the"
collegiate tournaments in
the United States, after
only two years of existence.
With 135 persons invited for dinner tonight at
the Fort Ord Officer’s Club
(no jeans please) and with
12 teams and 63 players
completing, the tournament should provide for
some highly-competitive,
well-fed entertainment.
Eight of the nation’s
top 15 teams from 1981 will
be shooting for the title this
year, including last year’s
national champions from
Florida State.
The field also includes
Georgia (ranked second in
the nation in 1981), Tulsa
(4th), Texas (7th), Miami
(8th), Stanford filth), last
year’s Michelob Invitation
winner Arizona State
112th), Oklahoma State
113th), Ohio State, New
North
Mexico and

By Evan Yee

today at 8 a.m.
Each group teeing off
will consist of three
players, one from each
school. Each school will be
represented by its top five
players, playing in groups
seven minutes apart.
The three extra SJSU
players, Denise Bratzler,
Iris Andre and Amy
Ellertson, will play in a
separate group at 9:10 a.m.
SJSU’s starting team
will follow directly after at
9:17 a.m. with Tulsa and
North Carolina. Liz
Chiarelli, Kelli Swank, Juli
Ordonez, Ann Walsh and
Juli Inkster will play in
order for the Lady Spartans.
Inkster, the defending
champion, will go up
against Lisa Kluver of
Arizona State, who lost the
individual title to Inkster in
a playoff last year. She will
also face Lisa Young of of
Florida State, a third place
finisher at the nationals in
1981, Val Skinner of
Oklahoma State, and Kris
Monaghan of New Mexico.

pected," said coach T.J.
Kerr. "I’m pretty confident. I think they’re up
for it."
Kerr also mentions
that it would not be surprising if five or six
Spartans won titles.
Here is the way the
line-up for the Spartans
will look in the meet:
118 pounds: The
Spartans will be going with
sophomore Brad Gustafson. Gustafson is one of the
wrestlers Kerr said has a
good shot at winning a title.
His top competition will
come from Pablo Saenz of
Cal State-Long Beach and
Abric Liley from Fresno
State.
126 pounds: Wayne
Jones is definitely the man
to beat. However, Ray
Gulmatico from NevadaLas Vegas could be a big
obstacle in Jones’ path.
134 pounds: The big
favorite here is Ed Baza.
Defending the title he won
at this weight a year ago,
Baza is shooting for his
fourth straight PCAA
crown. The man Baza must
keep his eye on is Mark
Tomlinson from NevadaLas Vegas.
142 pounds: The
Spartans will be going with
junior John Mittlestead.
Mittlestead is considered
an underdog to win the title
as the favorites are John
DiG iacoma from Utah
State and Bobby Sole from
Cal State-Long Beach.
150 pounds: Freshman
Pat Huyck will be going for
the Spartans. It will be
tough for Huyck as Tom
Coffing from Nevada-Las
Vegas is the favorite.
’
158 pounds: This is one
title that has no clear-cut

favorite. The Spartans will
send
junior
Michael
Hairston. One favorite is
Robert Juarez of Fresno
State, who finished fourth a
year ago.
167 pounds: SJSU’s
Andy Tsarnas, who
finished second last year,
will try to better that
position this year. His
stiffest competition will
David
from
come
Hagedorn of Utah State,
who finished fourth last

SJSU

year.
177 pounds: Sophomore
John Torrise will go for the
Spartans ’and he’ll be
facing
many quality
wrestlers. Tony De Paoli
from Fullerton State, who
finished second last year,
and Andre Bynum from
Utah State, who finished
fourth, will be the ones
Torrise will have to look
out for.
190 pounds: Freshman
Marvin Jones will be the

be healthy now. Last year’s
champion, J.L. Coon from
Utah State. is out with a
knee injury, so Gulliford is
considered the favorite.

Spartans’ hope here.
"Jones is looking better
each time he gets on the
mat," said Kerr. The
favorite here has to be John
Schebler from Utah State,
who finished second a year
ago.
Heavyweight: After a
red-shirt year in 1981,
Casey Gulliford returns for
the Spartans. Gulliford,
who won this title in 1980, is
coming back from a knee
injury he sustained earlier
this season. He appears to

The championships
begin today at 1 p.m. with
the finals starting at 7:30
tonight.
KSJS 190.7 FM) will be
finals
the
covering
beginning tonight at 7:15.
Steve Scott and Tony
Kovaleski will be calling
the action.

gymnasts in Pac-10 meet

Of the nine teams that
will be competing in the
Pac-10 invitational men’s
gymnastics meet next
month, four are currently
ranked among the nation’s
top 20 collegiate teams.
SJSU is not a member
of the Pac-10, but the
Spartans’ gymnastics team
has been invited to participate in the Pac-10’s
meet because not all of the
schools in the conference
field gymnastics teams.
"Team-wise, we’re not
in the same category,"
Spartan coach Rich Chew
stated, "but individually
we are."
The field in the Pac-10
meet will include UCLA,
ranked second in the
country, Arizona State,
rated seventh, Cal Berkeley, ranked 10th, and
Stanford, rated 20th.
The meet is scheduled
for March 12-13.
But first the SJSU
team must worry about
Northern Colorado, which
invades the women’s gym
for a 7:30 p.m. match

tonight.
A victory by the
Spartans would insure
them their second-straight
winning season as SJSU
enters the meet with a 6-5
record.

Sacramento- State, set the
weekend’s only record with
a 9.4 mark in the high bar.
Rick Lopez, who was the
all-around winner against
o previously
part 93
held the
record

Last weekend, SJSU
defeated Sacramento State
202.40-177.75 and Chico
State 901.85-187.35.
Jim Lord, who was the
all-around winner against

SKI SPECIALS

$35
YOU ENJOY

per person

(with own
ski equipment)

Luxury motel room (double occupancy)
HOT TUB
Full day ski lift at DODGE RIDGE SKI RESOR I
Prime rib dinner or equivalent

’ Rent whole set of ski equipment for $10/day
’ Kids under 12

$20 per person (with adult

Reservations & Details --

(209)533-0446

only)

II: COLUMBIA INN
Ask for Ed or Kathy

C.

MOTEL

Brazilian
Cultural Week

Portuguese-

Sao lame Mime I nit .44.14

Come down and dance to 60’s
Rock ’n’ Roll and exciting originals!
Feb. 22 Wooden Nickel
AppeAni:

SKI CloThiNq
Plus
SALE

Feb. 24 KeysToree Palo Alec)*
260 California

Pub s
8:00-11:oo

30% Off

Cross-country ski gear
& Discontinued
North Face Skiwear

SAVE
$43.75

North Face Mistral
Ski Jacket NOW $43.75
REG $87.50

50c’io OFF

Robbins Clothing:
Swiss Shirt NOW 89.95
Shetland Sweater NOW 1116.50
Plus Others

SpARTAN

4

,(.w York 79

Sirloin 695

World Famous

HI-LIFE
Bar-B-Que Dinner

Plus Much More!

301 W St Inhn
San lost,. Cato
291 1414

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 26 thru
SUNDAY FEBRUARY 28
1

ADRIAN KLEIN
Auto Par t s 66

MaiSi’.

Special

30% Off Everything
431 S. First si.
San Jose, CA 95113

294-9442

Bring Coupon. Good thru S/ 19/62

BRAZILIAN

SEIECTEd

2505 Alameda, Santa Clara
9:30.1:30

Feb. 26

HAPPY HOUR

FEBRUARY

THE BEES

Quantities, colors and sizes are limited.
No holds, layaways or special orders on sale
merchandise. No returns or refunds on sale
merchandise. All sales are fiord.
349 E. Campbell Ave.
Campbell.
(408)374-520i

SALE HOURS

Mon.-FrINP.

serve
COPIES

Urn:
to Noon

2 1/z(t

CARNIVAL
DANCE

kinkoi copies
93 PASEO Of SAN ANTONIO
tat 3rd SI 1295-4336
481
SAN CARLOS 295.5511
SAN JOSE

I

LAB AIDI1
7oecon (up a rapidly mantling ago
,
rinekel research divIsion hes an immedice
mning
euo pert lime remPorer1 1.6
odes

LAB HEIDER
HERBICIDES

Help ereipti rompounds do dilutions end
11111(0111111(41 rtiorer Position ISuirti
ability to do weak math ralrelations and
and en* Iverbiodies 10 Fars per
15.50 per haa

FRIDAY
FEB. 26, 8PM
HELD AT

THE PORTUGUESE ATHLETIC CLUB
1401 E. SANTA CLARA (near 101)
IATTH

THE RANDY
MASTERS BAND

LAB AIDE MOLECULAR BIOLOGY
111111 if

routine

TICKETS

1114111111111intf 01 OW

molteulai biology lab Abolity in
metro 001111N0111111 ampaan, ii
required Hurl be prompt end relrebae

14

,APICE

AVAILABLE AT gEcASPIASINESS OFFICE
FOR INFO CALL 577-11807

AT

6

HE DOOR

1015 horn per week 1110 PC kaa
Is of8149,81.8 please tall 14151 051 1130
ert 759 a submit your resume to /oven
Coro 915 (aldernie lye Pero 04r CA
, 9130e fowl Opportunity I apicaerml

IC ON

FUNDED BE ASSOCIATED STUDESTS AND THE PORTUGUESE-BRAZIL CLUB

Friday. February 26

imp

1982
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Menges’ 350th win aided by late homer

Triple play helps SJSU down Davis
By Mark J. Tennis
A dramatic home run
and an even more dramatic
triple play helped the SJSU
baseball team break its
seven-game losing streak
with a 6-5 win over UCDavis on Wednesday in
Davis.

p.

1.

With UC-Davis leading
5-4 in the top of the ninth,
Spartan leftfielder Gene

Robinson received a walk
from Aggie pitcher Pete
Lausen with one out. Then
with two outs, catcher
Steve Friend drilled a
homer down the left field
line, putting SJSU ahead, 65.
It was Friend’s fifth
round-tripper of the year.
In the bottom of the
inning, the Aggies made
their attempt to either tie

the game or win it. Tim
Nelson singled to begin the
inning and went to second
when SJSU third baseman
Rick Dominguez made a
throwing error on John
Whelehan’s
grounder,
which
also allowed
Whelehan to stay at first.
UCD’s Dave Holloway
then tried a sacrifice bunt
to move both runners into
scoring position, but

Holloway’s bunt was improperly executed and was
popped into the air.
SJSU pitcher Barry
Worthington then darted
off the mound and made a
diving catch of the ball for
one out.
"Both runners had to
freeze," recalled Bill
Clifford, the assistant
baseball coach, "because
they didn’t know whether

Galarza, SJSU beat Davis
By Mike Thomas
Senior forward Cindy
Galarza scored eight of
SJSU’s first 10 points en
route to a game-high 20
points to help propel the
Lady Spartans basketball
team to a 48-40 win Wendesday night at the
University of San Francisco.
"She’s been consistent
all season," SJSU head
coach Sharon Chatman
said of Galarza.
This was the first win
for Lady Spartans in the
month of February as
SJSU had lost four NorCal
Conference games in a row
for the first time.
"We played better the
first half than in the second
but neither was good,"
Chatman stated. "Both
teams were horrid."
The Lady Spartans
won the game in the first
half as they built a 10-point

?les
From
tJh a
rd is
lips
vith
F:30
II I be
a Is
7 :15.
ony
ling

lead, mostly on the
shooting of Galarza, the
defense of Natalie St.
Mary, who was switched
from forward to point
guard, and the rebounding
of Debbie Johnson and
Rhoda Chew.
played
"Johnson
hard," Chatman said, "and
it is to her credit that she
was able to put in as many
minutes as she did because
she was sick. This was also
one of Chew’s better
games."
It looked as though
SJSU would break out of its
rut that had seen the Lady
Spartans lose last four
conference games as they
shot 40.6 percent from the
field in the first half.
But in the second half,
play on both teams
deteriorated to an embarrassing state as both
teams threw the ball away

times and
numerous
neither team seemed to be
able to make any lay-ups.
The Lady Spartans
shot a horrid 30.4 percent
from the field in the second
half while USF was only a
shade better, shooting 33.3
percent.
"In the first five
minutes we should have
been up by 29 points," said
a Chatman.
In the first 10 minutes
of the second half, SJSU
was only able to score eight
points despite numerous
close shots while USF
wasn’t doing much better
as the Dons were only able
to score 10.
Through the sloppy
play of the Spartans, USF
was able to cut SJSU’s 10point half-time margin to a
meager four with a little
over four minutes left but
Galarza and St. Mary hit

key shots to hold off the
Dons.
Robin Thompson was
able to ice the game as she
hit the last four shots of the
game from the free throw
line as USF was forced to
try and foul to get the ball
back.
To add to USF’s turnover blues, Johnson, St.
Mary and Sheila Brown
intercepted passes to thwart the Dons depseration
attempts to score.
Brown was the second
leading scorer for the
Spartans with eight points
while Johnson added six.
Lisa
USF,
For
Daughtrey scored nine and
Lisa Baptista and Brenda
Vizzard contributed eight
points each.
The Lady Spartans will
be at home tomorrow night
against Fresno State at
7:30 p.m.

he Worthington I caught
the ball."
then
Worthington
whirled and threw to
shortstop Ed Rettagliata,
who was covering second
base. Rettagliata leaped in
the air and caught the ball,
catching Nelson off base
for the second out. Rettagliata then threw to first
baseman Rich Hazell to
catch Whelehan off base,
completing the triple play
and giving SJSU the win.
The Spartans, with the
win, now own a 2-13 record.
The victory also was
the 350th coaching victory
by SJSU coach Gene
Menges.
"It feels good to finally
6
win one," Menges said.
"The attitude in the dugout
811101111181P011184x
was amazing.
"On the 350th win," he
continued, "I didn’t even
know about it until
someone told me."
By Vi,..tor Volta
"This was a good game
Brett Dickinson, SJSU’s No. 1 seeded tennis player, chases the ball in a
for our confidence,"
Clifford stated. "We need a match against an opponent from the University of San Diego. Dickinson lost
in the match 7-6, 6-1 while SJSU lost the team match by a 6-3 score.
few wins under our belts."
The Spartans will
return to NorCal conference play with a game
today in Stockton against
Pacific. The two squads
a
then
play
will
Eynde won his first set 7-6
The SJSU men’s tennis four.
doubleheader on Saturday team was dealt a setback
but lost the next two 6-4, 6For the Spartans, No. 2
at PAI, Stadium. The first Wendesday when it was seed John Saviano lost the
3. Ken Bryson, the No. 5
game starts at noon.
defeated 6-3 by the first set 3-6 but came back seed, lost 6-2, 6-1, while
"Pacific has been University of San Diego at to win the next two, 6-4,6-2.
Glen Brassington, the No. 6
struggling lately, too," Spartan Courts.
No. 3 seed Dave Kuhn seed, lost 6-3, 7-6.
commented.
Menges
also won for SJSU, winning
Quite possibly, that
The Spartans could easily 6-1, 6-1.
The team will be back
means the Spartans may manage to win only two of
In other matches, No. 1 in action tomorrow at the
be able to start a different the singles matches while seed Brett Dickinson lost 7- Pacific Coast Doubles in La
kind of streak.
San Diego won the other 6,6-1. No 4 seed Paul Van Jolla.

Tennis team suffers loss

classifieds
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the
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

HELP WANTED

LAST CHANCE for great skiing in
Price
Canada
82’
Whistler
OW 00 transportatoon. 5 day
skiing and lodging

MODELS WANTED for bay area
ramp and print work with local
agency Fop preferred, but not
necessary 14081 448 4587

TV

AND VCR RENTALS Rates
from $0 cents a day We deliver
Call Dave at 14151 574 3176

NEW ROCK BAND The Wolves
to
initial
exposure
seeks
establish reputation. Specialize
in block dances. Will furnish

P/T POSITION work Mon Fri Gen
Office, typing and errands Call
BB or Renda 14081 7730444.

demo. So which Si house has the
wildest Parties] Call The Wolves

SEEKING LOVING PERSON FOR
CHILD CARE Infant SC. my
home Or yours Apr May 14151

at 14151 326 PACK

I
*

HOUSE CLEANING in West San
Jose Home Light duty S5 00 per
hour biweekly 370 0872

318 4.178
THE SAN JOSE PEACE CENTER
Community resource center for
information on the military
draft, nuclear weapons, racism.
sexism. and nulear power Get
informed,

then

get

involved

Open weekday afternoons at 570
S 10th St San Jose. or call 1408
197 2799 Join vs Give Peace a
Chance
COUNSELING
DRAFT
Wednesday Eves 79 pm at Me
San Jose Peace Center 520 S
10th 51 Si or make appt be

FREE

calling 297 2799
FOR
STUDENTS
SJSU
PEACE is SPOISSOring an anti
draft rally Friday Feb 26. from
12 to 2 pm Rally speakers in

ENTREPRENEURS needed now
Earn up to $70/hr Work when
you want Call Jeff 274 1919
in
assit
ARTIST
GRAPHIC
flyers,
of
development
15 20 hrsiwk.
brochures. etc
flexible schedule, $e35 4 15/hr
For more info, Call Student
Programs and Services Office.
7717100 Deadline for applying

SAN JOSE RESIDENCE CLUB
Spacious building with cour
tyard. piano. fireplace. kitchen,
linen and housekeeping service.
color TV. parking, coed living
$60 to $90 per week,monthly
Discount 10 percent. 202 S. Ilth
St Office 122 N 8th St 998 0223
S. LAKE TAHOE 916 541 4542 or 544
7031
Ask for Moore’s Mane,
New deluxe acc For groups 6 or

DELIVERY PIZZA PIZZA
serves
286 7444
EXPRESS
SJSU/Downtown area to rntd
night I am Fri/Sat Also 4360
Creek
1746 38831
Stevens
Checks0 K w/ID

FREE

Harris,
current

Fred
draft

resisters
MICHEL
ELECTION
COMMITTEE invites you to the
Opening of our campaign office.
Friday Feb. 20. 3 6 123 South 3rd

PETE

after 6 p.m 448 0632
All
ROOM FOR RENT Female
privileges Family hying Rent
InCI utl equal S200/month Call
after 6 p m 4400632

St Pete Michel for City Council,
Dist 3
SIERRA CLUB Is having a onto on
2/30. in the Student Union, Goad
Rrn at 7 30 p m Greg Laakso
Will present a slide show on the
John Muir Trail
STUDY
ISLAMIC
For more information

WOMENS

WEST PARK APARTMENTS One
two three bedrooms Pool spa
pang exerCoSe
Saunas ping
room billiard MOM 3700 Payne
Avenue 370 8600
STUDIO

$775

GROUP
write. P0

Box 214. San Jose.

Ca 95103

BAD HABIT Top 40 band available
for weddings, parties, clubs, etc
Auditions upon request Call
251 8518
or
Stuart.
738 8165

or

AT Campus Christian,
Center Sunday. Lutheran 10 45
4 00 and 8 00Pm
Catholic
am
Protestant Fellowship Supper

WORSHIP

Tuesday at 5 30P m Please call
Ministry 298 0204 for
worshop counseling programs
and study opportunities Rev
campus

Bob Hayes.
Norb
Rev

Natahle Shires, Fr
Man Panetta.
Sr
Firnhaber

import style

YOUR OWN
beer for half the price of Oly
More alcohol, better taste. Free
lessons Call 2811 6647

MAKE

SUMMER IN PERU Earn college
credit visit the Amazon. see an
Inca Festival Cr? treasures in
LIMO and much more Call Dr
Hamilton, Foreign Lang 277

Douglas

Photographing

HAIL

SPARTAN

Schwartz.
246 3719
weddings
for

budget

PERSONALS

dream, come true free service
On campus ticket delivery tree
Call SEVEN SEAS TVL 744 77)3

Screening
FREE
Pregnanacy
Oakland
Abortion
services
Health
Women’s
Feminist
Or
115 444 5676
Center
in
Clinic
EyeryWOrnan’S

Australia. Asia All Fields $500
Sightseeing
Monthly
$7700
Free info write IJC Box $2 VS
38 Corona Del Mar, CA 92675
HANDYMAN $600 per hour For
opts Near campus Floor and
laying,
carpet
plumbing.
electrical. painting One or all of

In your
TRUETT GARZA
naivitv vat refer to a fraternal
organization as "frat" Mow do
you refer to your country Or
yourself Sincerly SaSgUalCh

2

Tours Group,
I
Clubs WOrk
abroad proq
(students only)
inter European
student

WOMEN. How much dO you knew
about birth control! Have you
’ ever heard of a Cervical Capl
Available at 3 Bay Area clinics
For information call 415 444 5676

flights

Car

rental

I
service

leases Insurance Our
cost you nothing extra We area
full
service
Travel
Agency . Trip I Travel Planning
CO 110W San Carlos St (next
to publiC Library) San JOSe. CA

WEDDINGS Marry legally in your
home Of Mine neon lit/cation No
waiting Beautiful tall service

95113

14081

Hours
Mon Fri 9 $.’Sat I Sun Call 374
1570 112 51

575 Rev Wright 133 4645. days
or anytime On Weekends

292 1613

74 for compamonship/possoble
reletionshm who nylon dancing
Quiet time. the Outdoors. and
Photo,
1300d conversation
PD
1604
3410
appreciated

77

Dressed

for

SERVICES

ARTS
OF
BALLET
SCHOOL
Lincoln Ave Spring classes .n
ballet. all, exercise, tap in

Munoz, Lots of extras exceiient
condition 1,1600 719 7754 7 a m
Ilp rn and wkends

PRIVATE ROOM w,Iiit pro we
half block from SJSU
Rest"
Male student. 297 7679
to share
needed
HOUSEMATE
Great 2 BDRM house 10 wins
from SJSU 5217 50 nu> Non
smoker pls Kathie. 295 0735

CLARA
SECRETARIAL
SERVICE (corner of Scott and
Bentoni Handling educational,
personal
and your business
typing needS
140111 994 3268
14081247 8433

TYPING Fast and Accurate. 01.25
per page
No resumes
Call
Linda in Sunnyvale at 11081730
5851

theses.
papers
term
TYPE
and
inn
resume,
reports
repetitive letters, camera ready
wcrtlemory
Selectric
coPy IBM
JOye 764 1029
AUTOMOTIVE

Anything
TYPING
QUALITY
typed APA formal On request
Located
III
IBM [Orr %elm
and Senter
near Tully Rd

69 BMW 1600 Hihg Comp pistonS,
less than 1000w, OW rebuilt F lures.
mans, needs trans and bOdY

Accuracy,

neatness
deadlines guaranteed Exp in
theses
report,
dissertations
App
IBM
SJSU Grad Stud
San
II
Selectric
SO

TYPING

Audrey 998 5215

work $1700 for the car or 51000
engine
11151
14151
169 OS74
Chuck

Jose/Blossom Valley Janet 771

by
Done
TYPING SI 25 pq
on
IBM
typist
ekperiericed
CW091019 SeleCtric Will check
spelling and punctuation Call
anytime before 10 p In 263036$

9525
fast

TYPING

ACCURATE

conscientious
dependable.
Available 7 days a week IBM
Egictronoc 7360370

WILLOW GLEN DOuble
spaced Nom $I 001,4 resumes
Irani 5000 also business typing
1130.267 5247. after I p rt,

TYPING

STEREO

SUE’S RESUMES, term papers,
theses,
ms,
last
accurate
since 1970 IBM corr seler 361

AMPR A’S typing report,. letters.
resume,. I much more! Contact
Sherry (4081 280 1148

ALL THE BEST FOR LESS! Audio
EnlorpriSeS
SJSU’s complete
consumer electronics buy ino
service features the finest Iv

S Monroe St 4 (Hwy IT any
Stun Creekl 246 0636 or 769 8913

audio V.de0, and computers at
cost plus Ad,in calibration any

BEST RATE
BEST MACHINE
difficulty
be
Speech
have
patient Typing not affected 00

home
my
in
clone
Sunnyvale Area Call Lynn al

TYPING

rOnsulling
by
alsin
F.,
Prices.rin10 Orders call 255 5550.
ask tor k EN

N 3rd Call 287 4355

731 1014

Print Your Ad Here:
.Ccitint approxiniatel) 10 letters and spa. no for each line

Per
doi.dual,red
1r amaig
forming ellgertenCe offered Ph

Each
One

Tun

Three

Four

Vivi

t)as

loamy

Doss

1)as s

Dams

3 lines

$251

$3.50

$287

14.05

14.20

I

70
70

PROOFREADING essays research
Papers. any Subiect all 100ws
reasonable rates 0411 259 6349
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4 lines

$350

$4.20

$4 55

$4 75

$4.00

$

$420

$4.80

$525

$545

$5.80

$ 70

Slows

$490

*8011

*5 00

$011,

16.30

$ 70
/

/

Print name

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

10 lines $45 00

15 lines $130.00
Ent 111,4.111S*

Circle a Classification
Help Wanted

Phone

Address

Phone 277-3175
Announcement,

/

70

Semester hates i All Issui,
Silver 11000

/

this

5 lines

Ea, h additional line add $

/
/

Extra

Personals

Allt11,11141Ve

Housini:

Set-Sleek

Travel

For Sale

lost IA Found

Stereo

Ti pint:

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER
OR CASH TO:
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
San Jose State University
San Jose, California 95192

For

Dias

Deadline 1,6 1, days prior to outdo...loin
(Onsecull ye pithlication dates onls
l’so relunils

Classified Desk Located Outside JC2$7

II

Wide
Near

SANTA

GLEN,ALMADEN
competent typing and editing 01
term
papers,
reports
and
resumes Mae Uniy approved
fOfttland Call Marcia at 266
9448

356 2085
I

Ad Rates

786 6118,108 2416

YAMAHA

correcting %electric 11
variety
of
typestyles.
280/101 275 9285

251

WILLOW

Double SPaced Page From St
Resume, from $5 Call Pat at

Minimum three lines on one day

Santa Clara 95055

FOR SALE

750

Call

W,M’s.
ATTRACTIVE
SJSU
students. are seeking 2W/F’s 19

the above Call Don 795 7438

HOUSING

FLIGHTS

ZEALAND ISRAEL ASIA AFRO
CA MEXICO HAWAII USA In
Iernational
St.xlent
Identity
card Youth Hostel PASS Eurall
Passes Britrail Passes Camp
inn,
Hotel
I
Adventure

or 415 825 7900
TO

semester!

EASY T YPE
TYPING
SERVICE
term paper, theses, resumes,
letters
2490472
Word Proc

GATOS
CAMBRIAN/LOS
Dependable TypiSt All formats
IBM Correcting Select, III

Hawaii getaway from
Discover Europe from
12134 00 Our student travel dept
Will assist you in making those

TO
EUROPE
SPECIAL
STUDENT
RATES
TO
AUSTRALIA
I
NEW

LOST AND FOUND

Pd Trno Call 727 5570

OVERSEAS
JOBS Summer year
S
Adler.
round
Europe.

to lit your
New York escape from

Travel CHARTER

Pleasant Hill 415 875 7900

60152, Sunnyvale. CA 94068

TRAVELERS.

travel

Economy

TRAVEL
We
are
Travel agents who specialize in
and
Budget
Student

one to one with Devel Disabled
persons Need car and ins Start
$A 70/hr
84 70/hr . after 4 Ino

W Glen/Crnbrn area
TYPING
Reports.
Resumes.
Papers.
Sppage
from
etc
Letters.
Marlene 266 1326

STUDENT

MAJOR IN OT. PT, Rev, T
work
Psych, HrnEc . Soc Wk

PRECISE.
PROFESSIONAL.
typing
on
my
ism

Performed

5942

S144 00
$184 00

PHOTOGRAPHY 70
WEDDING
color prints. S In, Photo album
Call
and negatives 529500

because we almost always have

BIM

Smashing

(Santa

PROMPT.

performed on ism SeleClric II
Copy service available with
nominal fee Here is to another

over 10 yrs

2759

Evenings,Weekends
Clara)

Quality, deadlines guaranteed
Reports,
theses,
resumes.
research papers. etc
Work
TYPING

SECRETARY,

RESUMES,
THESES, ETC Accurate IBM.
professional Quality! Low Cost!
Guaranteed!
247 2141
Pam,

Available
RE IKO’S TYPING SVC Sunnyvale
II. Fast, Accurate
Selec Pic
Correct Spelling errors! Per

a vacancy 295 7438

LOST from Markham Hall Nylon
ski iacket. tan with blue stripe.
green lining, zip off sleeves
REWARD! Call John at 277

EXPERIENCED
REPORTS

Sacramento CA95860

2576

SNegotiable 2936297

1987
Employer
listings.
in
formation guide $495 AlascO.
1246 Acalanes. No 121 P0 Bog

Neal
and
accurate.
reasonable rates located in So
San Jose ASS for Lori at 281
4824

GUIDE to CRUISEWORLD. 70,
7535 Watt Ave . P 0 Bon 60129

LEARN TO FLY Cessna 152 $23 per
hour (includes fuel) primary
instruction
Commercial
and
S9 00per hour Call Dan 2534757

Page or hourly costs 7384508
Furnished

unfurnished for one person only
This ad runs all semester

VOLKSWAGEN
"NEED
MECHANIC" TO finish repairs
brakes/Emergency
of
rear

JOBS IN ALASKA! Summer/year
round
High pay.
WOO 12000
All
InOnthlyi
fields parks.
fisheries, oil industry and morei

snared page phone 923 3901
TYPING

JANE’S PROFESSIONAL TYPING
SERVICE
Accurate.
high

Jamie

Math tutor for pascal
and combinatorKS Call Sam at
985 0140 after 7 00 Soden

14151 8560917 or 964

Europe. Carribean. worldwide.
Summer
Career
Send 88 95
plus
RI
handling
for
AP
PLICATION.
OPENINGS,

GCPRV 2928665

TYPING BY A PROFESSIONAL 20
years experience
Neal. ac
curate
All formals
Tbeses,
resumes, reports. dissertations
Deadlines guaranteed So $an
Jose. Call Kathie at 578 1216

PROFESSIONAL
TYPIST
Resumes.
theses.
reports
Produced on Word Processor
All Format, $I 50 per double

TRAVEL
All
ROOM FOR RENT Female
privileges Family living Rent
1901 dl egual 1200/month Call

WANTED

$3 60/hr

RESORTS,

EXPEDITIONS.
SAILING
instructors,
Sports
Needed
office
personnel,
counselors

Or grOUPS Offiyes near campus

INSTRUCTION at SQL.
Pao or SJC Primary, Comm
and check outs Club rates 14151
726 9197

EXOTIC

CRUISES
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SJSU Students for Peace
to present anti -draft speaker
By Cary Wyant-Sehairer
Political activist and writer David Harris will speak
from noon to 2 p.m. today at an anti-draft rally to be held
in the Student Union Amphitheatre.
Harris went to jail for draft resistance during the
Vietnam War.
Sponsored by SJSU Students for Peace and the San
Jose Peace Center, the rally is "a response to President
Reagan’s decision to go ahead with draft registration."
said Larry Dougherty, president of Students for Peace
and draft counselor at the peace center.
Dougherty said Reagan’s plans to increase the
defense budget plus the size of the military are indicators
that men who register may be drafted.
"You can’t build up the navy from 450 to 600 ships, as
is planned, with a voluntary military," he said.
Dougherty foresees a draft by 1985, "but that gives us
time to resist it," he said.
Today’s rally takes place two days before the end of
the "grace period" Reagan granted to males required to
register but who have failed to do so.
Reagan announced Jan. 7, that men not registered by
Feb. 28 would be prosecuted. About 800,000 men required
to register by that date have not registered.
Selective Service regulations require men born in 1964
to register within 30 days before and 29 days after their

18th birthday. Men born in 1961, 1962, or 1963 must register
by the Feb. 28 deadline.
The penalty for not registering, according to Selective
Service officials, is five years in jail or a fine of 810,000.
Dougherty said there is "an intimidation program
going on to get people to register," and draft resistors
need not fear prosecution because it would be possible for
the courts to prosecute only one per cent of them.
"Most people who get arrested" for draft resistance.
he said, "are those who have ’gone public.’ "
Draft resistors speaking at today’s rally will be doing
just that, Dougherty said.
From 7-9 p.m. Wednesdays, the peace center, 520 S.
10th St., offers free draft counseling.
"We don’t advocate any set path," Dougherty said.
"We go over all the legal options, such as conscientious
objection."
Dougherty said most people "don’t realize that to be a
conscientious objector you have to register" for the draft,
and that "Soper cent of people fail their physicals."

Braille encyclopedia available

Clark Library aids disabled
By Dawn Furukawa
An encyclopedia with more than
100 volumes?
That’s right. It’s the braille
encyclopdia, all 130 volumes of it
and it’s located in the Disabled
Study Room of the new Clark
Library. It is just one of many
services available for exclusive use
of disabled students, according to
Librarian Jack Douglas.
According to Douglas, the
concept of the room is to provide a
quiet and comfortable setting for
disabled students to study in.
Other items included in the
room are a raised globe, braille

books, two Visual Tek machines
which enlarge printed material and
a standing table for someone who
can’t sit for long periods.
But the study room is not the
only place in the library catering to
disabled students.
Located throughout the library
are reachers.to help people get hard
to reach books, a wheelchair, a tape
recorder for the visually impaired
and two typewriters, one with extra
large type and an electric for
someone who finds it easier to type
than write.
The new library is more accessible for the disabled. It doesn’t

have all levels of the old library ,and
a ramp leading to electric doors is
included.
"We did everything we could to
make the building accessible," said
Douglas.
According to Douglas, there is
talk about getting a Kurzweil
Reader which allows a person to put
a book into the machine and listen
with earphones as the machine
reads the book back.
"It’s a fascinating machine,"
said Douglas. "The only problem is
maintenance costs $100 a month."
"It’s hard to say how much it
will be used," he said.

Many men don’t tell the doctor about physical conditions that may disqualify them from military service.
Dougherty said, because they don’t know the regulations.
Dougherty plans to set up a draft couseling center at
SJSU this semester.

AFI waivers now available
By Lenny Bonsai’
AFI waivers are now available
to SJSU students.
The forms appeared in the Independent Weekly on Wednesday
and in the Spartan Daily on Thursday. They will continue to appear
every few days through Tuesday,
March 9. Additional forms are
available in the AS. and Business
offices located in the Student Union.
The waivers are part of the
Automatic Funding Initiative approved last March in the student

elections. The initiative provides for
money to be taken directly from the
A.S. budget and given to cerLaii
groups around campus, inchding
the Art Gallery, Music Department
and the Spartan Daily. The amount
committed to the AFI fund is 82.50
per student.
The waiver gives each student
the option of removing any or all of
his 92.50 from AFI and returning the
money to the A.S. general fund. The
A.S. board of directors urges all
interested students to participate.
The waivers play an important

role in the future of the AFI at SJSU,
according to A.S. vice president
Andy Arias.
"It says right in the initiative
that if more than 50 percent of the
(specified) allocations are waived,
then the AFI would be void one year
from the data of the waiver," Arias
said, adding that he doubted the
likelihood of such an event.
Any completed waiver forms
must be submitted to the A.S. office.
Students must have a valid SJSU
I.D.
A Visual Tek machine enlarges print for sight -impaired students at Clark Library

’Feiffer’s People’ faces cut, restructuring

’Misunderstanding’ threatens success of SJSU play
By Holly Taglier
Internal dissension and "misunderstanding’ in the
Theatre Arts Department has resulted in the virtual
scrapping of "Feiffer’s People," according to Chantal
Abel, SJSU Theatre Arts, major and an actress in the
production.
The Jules Feiffer play opened Friday at the Studio
Theatre. Since its inception, it has been plagued by a
myriad of problems which threatened its very survival.
Tuesday, the production staff informed the cast and
director that only half of the two-act play could run during

this weekend’s performances.
Stage Manager Hugo Solares said last night that
restructuring the play to conform to "box-office" concerns was like starting all over.
The. decision to cut the production came after complaints, that the three-hour play, which included a 15minute intermission, was too long, Abel said.
Director Dale Penrod said he thought the handling (if
audience comfort was the main problem, in particular the
high temperature in the Studio Theatre due to lack of
air-conditioning.
While Penrod, an MU Theatre Arts graduate,
thought the decision of the production staff to cut the play

was very "unprofessional," most ill the cast
happy with the cuts. Several of the short skits have been
removed from the play, reducing the performance length
to one hour and 45 minutes.
"Feiffer’s People" is being cut in the name of "boxoffice," yet the show had no publicity, Solares said.
Future productions depend on box-office returns for
support, according to Abel. Plays that are not well
promoted or financially successful are used as tax writeoffs, he said.
Posters for "Feiffer’s People" arrived three days
before opening night leaving little time for circulation.
The original plans included a white curtain "back -

drop" and the poink and black costumes were designed
for dramatic contrast. The backdrop did not arrive and
the costumes appeared muted against the studio’s dark
drapes.
While most of the cast said the cuts are in the play’s
best interest, Penrod said "I don’t see how it can work.
I’m sure that it will pull off, but it won’t be on the same
caliber," he added.
Cuts or no cuts the show must go on, and go on it will
as "Feiffer’s People" continues this weekend in its
revised form. The play will run tonight and tomorrow
night at 8 p.m. in the Studio Theatre.
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THE BLACK AWARENESS FINALE
This Sunday Feb. 28, Time: 5 pm

GOSPEL MUSIC
"That vvill Touch your Heart
and Move your Feet"
Friday Feb. 26 11 A.M. to Noon
Student Union upper pad
d GROPE ,S..presentation
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A Classy Act With Such Artists As

THE LEGGETT BRO’S
THE HENRY INGRAM SINGERS
With
Special Guest Artist

MICHEAL McCURTIS
Plus
Several of Bay Area’s Finest
Choirs, Groups & Soloist
And

"I don’t get no respect’ I make a deposit
tills guy s making a withdiawai
including my Punt pen
Its almost criminat how people go or try Pilot Fineliner Wry? Its
tine point writes through carbons And Pilot charges only 79, for it
People get their Sands on it and forget its try pen

I got no pen And no respect’
People go nuts over my Pilot Razor
Potnt too It writes with an extra
fine line Its metal collar helps
keep the point from
going Soule
For only 89, they
Should buy their

own pen and snow
some respect for try property

Lpnentine point marker pens
People take to a Pi lOt hire ru tr,e,r own

The Lovely Mistress of Ceremony will be

KSOL’s own

SHELIA

ROBINSON

At 5 pm in the Student Ballroom
(Food will be served)
Funded by the Associated Students
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